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Abstract—In wireless power transfer (WPT)-assisted relaying
systems, spectral efficiency (SE) of source-relay link plays a
dominant role in system SE performance due to the limited
transmission power at the WPT-aided relay. In this paper, we
propose a novel protocol for a downlink orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) system with a WPT-aided
relay operating in full-duplex (FD) decode-and-forward (DF)
mode, where the time slot durations of the source-relay and relay-
users hops are designed to be dynamic, to enhance the utilization
of degrees of freedom and hence the system SE. In particular,
a multiple-input and signal-output (MISO) source-relay channel
is considered to satisfy the stringent sensitivity of the energy
harvesting (EH) circuit at the relay, while a single-input and
single-output (SISO) relay-user channel is considered to alleviate
the power consumption at the relay node. Taking into account
the non-linearity of EH efficiency, a near-optimal iteration-based
dynamic WPT-aided FD relaying (A-FR) algorithm is developed
by jointly optimizing the time slot durations, subcarriers, and
transmission power at the source and the relay. Furthermore,
self-interference generated at the relay is utilized as a vital energy
source rather than being canceled, which increases substantially
the total energy harvested at the FD relay. We also reveal some
implicit characteristics of the considered WPT-aided FD relaying
system through intensive discussions. Simulation results confirm
that the proposed A-FR achieves a significant enhancement in
terms of SE with different relay’s locations and the number
of users, compared to the conventional symmetric WPT-aided
FD relaying (S-FR) and the time-switching-based WPT-aided FD
relaying (TS-FR) benchmarks.

Index Terms—Resource allocation, full-duplex relaying, wire-
less power transfer, non-linear energy harvesting

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless power transfer (WPT)-assisted relaying has at-
tracted much attention due to recent advances in radio
frequency-based WPT development [1]-[6]. By harvesting
wireless energy through WPT technique, WPT-assisted relays
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can continuously assist communication between sources and
users [7] [8] [9]. The early research on WPT-aided relaying
systems mainly focused on the three-time-slots half-duplex
(HD) transmission [10] [11] [12], cf. Fig. 1(a). In particular,
the first time slot is assigned for energy harvesting (EH) at the
relay node and another two time slots are required for relaying
information signals from the source to the user through the HD
relay node. By making use of the power splitting architecture
[13] [14], a WPT-assisted HD relaying system requiring only
two time slots was considered, cf. Fig. 1(b). In particular, only
part of the received signal is decoded in the first time slot, and
the remaining signal is harvested and stored by the relay node
to supply its own power consumption. Later on, a hybrid time-
and power splitting protocol was proposed in [15], cf. Fig.
1(c). Under some strict conditions (Eq. (20), [15]), the hybrid
protocol may slightly improve SE performance over the sole
time- or power splitting protocol. Hence, the WPT-assisted HD
relaying systems either require three time slots (time-splitting
based HD structure [10] [11] [12]) or only decode and forward
part of the desired signal to the users (power-splitting based
HD structure [13] [14]), leading to a low spectral efficiency
(SE) performance caused by the low resource utilization in
HD relaying protocols.

Various techniques have been proposed to improve the SE
performance. Among them, full-duplex (FD) relaying proto-
cols can approximately double the SE over HD relaying [16]
[17] [18]. Also, [19] extended FD relaying into a multiuser
scenario by orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) technique, which has been widely used in 3GPP
Long Term Evolution or IEEE 802.11 LAN systems [20].
Recently, there is a growing interest in integrating WPT-aided
relaying and FD techniques to enable simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer with high SE [21]. In the
literature, a two-hop WPT-aided FD relay system usually
requires two time slots [23] [24], where the relay works in
FD mode in one time slot but HD mode in the other time slot,
cf. Fig. 1(e). This is because if a relay works in FD mode at all
time, self-interference cancellation and power splitting for EH
must be performed simultaneously, which imposes extremely
high complexity on transceiver design [22]. Also, the energy
of self-interference cannot be harvested in this case. Hence,
a two-slot WPT-aided relaying structure is more practical
and strikes a good trade-off between system performance and
circuit complexity. In [23] and [24], SE maximization in FD
WPT-aided relaying systems was investigated, where the EH
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and the information transmission are decoupled into two time
slots, i.e., one for EH at the relay node and the other for
FD transmission. Joint precoding design at the source and
relay was demonstrated in [25] for FD amplify-and-forward
(AF) relaying systems, where the multiple users are powered
by WPT from a relay node. With the FD relaying protocol
for information transfer in [23]-[25], only two time slots are
needed and the SE is improved over the HD counterparts.

In the aforementioned WPT-assisted FD relaying systems,
however, the generated self-interference is considered as an
undesired element and hence stringent self-interference cancel-
lation is needed. In contrast, self-interference in WPT-assisted
FD relaying systems [26] [27] can be utilized for EH. For
example, the source transmits signals to the relay in the first
time slot, while the relay forwards the re-encoded signal to
the users and concurrently harvests wireless energy originated
from both the source and the relay’s self-interference in the
second time slot, cf. Fig. 1(d). However, uniform time slot
durations were assumed for the two hops in [26] and [27],
and system end-to-end SE may be limited by the relay-users
bottleneck. It is because the available power at the relay is
generally much lower than that at the source, due to the
wireless channel attenuation and the low EH efficiency. Hence,
the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of
the relay-users hop is much lower than that of the source-
relay hop, and a large portion of system resource allocated
to improve SE for the source-relay hop is partially wasted
by the symmetric transmission mechanism. Besides, only a
signal-user and single-carrier scenario with an over-simplified
linear EH efficiency model was considered in [23]-[27], which
cannot capture the turn-on effect at low input power case as
well as the saturation effect at high input power case.

Motivated by the aforementioned challenges, we propose a
novel protocol for OFDMA systems with a WPT-aided relay
working in FD decode-and-forward (DF) mode. Our work is
different in the following aspects:

a) We design dynamic time slot durations for the multiple-
input and single-output (MISO) source-relay link and the
single-input and single-output (SISO) relay-user link, which
enhances the utilizations of the degrees of freedom and im-
proves the end-to-end SE over the works in [23] and [27].
Besides, by allowing dynamic durations of the two time slots,
much more energy can be harvested at the relay than the works
in [23] and [27].

b) We take into account the non-linear characteristic of
EH circuits, since the over-simplified linear conversion model
is highly inaccurate with respect to practical EH circuits.
Besides, we investigate a multiuser system, which is more
general in communication networks, such as in Internet-of-
Things (IoT) and wireless sensor networks, while only single-
user scenarios were considered in the previous work [23]-[27].

c) Based on the developed dynamic relaying protocol,
we propose a near-optimal iteration-based resource allocation
algorithm to maximize the overall system SE by performing
joint allocation of time slot durations, subcarriers for multiple
users, and transmission power at the source and relay. The
closed-forms of optimal resource allocation policy are given.
We find that the proposed joint optimization can achieve a

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of different WPT-aided relaying protocols, where
α and τ denote the time- and power splitting factors, respectively. (a)-(c) Time
splitting, power splitting, and hybrid time/power splitting based HD protocols.
(d) Symmetric time based FD protocol (S-FR). (e) Time splitting based FD
protocol (TS-FR). (d) The proposed dynamic FD protocol (A-FR).

significant SE enhancement compared to the symmetric WPT-
aided FD relaying (S-FR) [27] and the time-switching WPT-
aided FD relaying (TS-FR) schemes [23].

d) An intensive discussion of WPT-aided FD relaying
systems is demonstrated, i.e., the relative time slot durations
of the two hops, impact of self-interference on the power
allocation policy, diversity and complexity, revealing some
implicit characteristics of WPT-aided FD relay systems.

Notations: Matrices and vectors are represented by boldface
capital and lower case letters, respectively. ∣ ⋅ ∣ denotes the
absolute value of a complex scalar. ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣2 denotes the Euclidean
vector norm. (⋅)H and Tr(⋅) denote the Hermitian transpose
and trace of matrix or vector. Superscripts k or n denote the
users’ or subcarrier indexes, respectively. Operator [⋅]+ denotes
[x]+ = max{0, x} while operator [⋅][−1,1] denotes [x][−1,1] =
x if −1 ≤ x ≤ 1, and [x][−1,1] = −1 if x < −1 or [x][−1,1] = 1
or 1 < x. Operator ▽ denotes derivative calculator.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

We consider a downlink OFDMA system with K users and
N subcarriers, and the communication between the source
and the multiple users is assisted by a relay in between. We
assume the multiple users cannot communicate with the source
directly caused by the blockage and the channel attenuation
[23] [27], cf. Fig. 1(f) and Fig. 2. This is also a typical
communication scenario in wireless networks, such as in
cellular networks [19], wireless sensor networks [28] and
wireless local networks [29]. For example, in wireless sensor
networks, the source transmits information to a cluster head
(relay) and the cluster head forwards the information to its
cluster members (multiple users) through a broadcast channel
[28]. The relay is charged from wireless energy through WPT
technique [10]. To address the EH sensitivity issue at the relay
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a WPT-aided FD DF relaying multiuser system with
dynamic and asymmetric time durations, where dashed and solid lines indicate
energy-bearing and information-bearing signals, respectively. The first and
second sub-figures show the transmission protocol in T1 and T2, respectively.

and make WPT reliable over a long communication distance,
the source is equipped with NT multiple transmission antennas
[30]. Besides, due to the size and battery limitations, the relay
is equipped with two antennas, one for receiving information
and EH, and the other for transmitting signal to the multiple
users, while the users are equipped with one reception antenna.
Channel state information (CSI) can be obtained by channel
estimation in the training phase. Assume that the multiple
users utilize orthogonal pilot sequences, which allows the
pilots of different users can be distinguished. First, the relay
and multiple users transmit their own pilot signal, respectively.
Hence, the CSI of source-relay link can be obtained at the
source, and CSI of relay-users links can be obtained at the
relay. Especially, the pilot signal of the relay is also echoed
back to the relay itself, and self-interference channel is also
obtained at the relay node. Then, the relay can forward CSI
indicator to the source to indicate the CSI of relay-users and
self-interference links. Hence, CSI of all links in a two-hop
FD relaying system is acquired at the source [19] [31].

B. Energy Harvesting Model

Field measurement indicates that practical EH circuit is
quite non-linear [32]. Non-linear EH efficiency has significant
impact on the overall harvested power at the relay, which fur-
ther affects the system SE. Hence, we adopt a more practical
logistic function based EH model [33]. The introduced non-
linear EH model captures the turn-on effect at lower input
power case and saturation effect at high input power case. If
the input power is low, the relay is unable to harvest power. On
the other hand, if saturation power at the relay is achieved, the
overall harvested power cannot be increased with more input
power. Define pin as the overall input power at the relay’s
receiver, the harvested power Ph can be given by

Ph(pin) =
Ψ − PsatΩ

1 −Ω
, (1)

where Ψ = Psat
1+e−a(pin−b)

is the logistic function with respect to
the input variable pin. Psat denotes the maximum saturated
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Fig. 3. Impact of the parameters Psat, a and b on the EH performance. (a)
a = 1500, b = 0.0622. (b) Psat = 0.024 Watt, b = 0.0622. (C) Psat = 0.024
Watt, a = 1500.

EH power due to an excessively large input power. Parameter
Ω is calculated as Ω = 1

1+eab
, which ensures a zero-input/zero-

output response for EH circuit. The parameters a and b
are related to the detailed circuit specifications such as the
resistance, capacitance, and diode turn-on voltage. The values
of the parameters can be determined by curve-fitting.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the impact of the different values of
the parameters Psat, a and b on the EH circuit performance.
It can be seen that the value of Psat directly determines the
saturation power, and a higher value of Psat denotes a higher
saturation power. The parameter a determines the slope of the
EH curve. In particular, a higher value of a means that an
EH receiver needs a higher value of input power to activate
its EH circuit but achieves its saturation power quickly. The
parameter b determines sensitivity of the EH receiver, and a
higher value of b means that an EH receiver is less sensitive
to input power and needs a higher input power to activate its
EH circuit. In summary, the parameters Psat, a and b jointly
define the characteristics of an EH circuit.

C. Channel Model

Now, we introduce the adopted notations in the paper. De-
fine power allocation matrices at the source ps = [ps,k,n]K×N

and at the relay pr = [pr,k,n]K×N , whose elements ps,k,n and
pr,k,n indicate the transmission power assigned at the source
and the relay for the k-th user on subcarrier n, respectively.
Define subcarrier allocation matrix β = [βk,n]K×N , where
βk,n = 1 indicates subcarrier n is assigned to the k-th user
otherwise βk,n = 0.

In the first time slot, the received signal on subcarrier n for
user k at the relay can be given as

rk,n,1[i] =
√
ps,k,nlsrhsr,nwnxk,n[i] + nr,n[i], (2)

where i denotes the i-th symbol index. xk,n[i] is the
information-bearing signal for the k-th user on subcarrier n
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with unit power E{∣xk,n[i]∣2} = 1. hsr,n ∈ C1×NT indicates
the channel gain of the source-relay link on subcarrier n, and
lsr captures the large-scale fading of the first hop.wn ∈ CNT×1

denotes the precoding vector for the subcarrier n at the source.
nr,n[i] is the noise introduced on subcarrier n at the relay.

Evidently, the power allocation parameter for user k on
subcarrier n has been captured by the variable ps,k,n, ∀k ∈
K,n ∈K, and the source-relay is a MISO channel. Hence, the
optimal precoding design ofwn can be given aswn =

hHsr,n
∣∣hsr,n∣∣2

,
where the superscript (⋅)H denotes the Hermitian and the
operator ∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣2 denotes 2-norm of a vector, respectively. Now,
the received signal on subcarrier n for user k at the relay can
be re-written as

rk,n,1[i] =
√
ps,k,nlsr

hsr,nh
H
sr,n

∣∣hsr,n∣∣2
xk,n[i] + nr,n[i]

=
√
ps,k,nlsr ∣∣hsr,n∣∣2xk,n[i] + nr,n[i],

(3)

As can be seen, transmission diversity at the source is sig-
nificantly improved by introducing multiple antennas at the
source. As a result, receiving power at the relay is increased
and hence the stringent sensitivity of EH receiver is addressed.
Now, the overall SE of the first hop in the first time slot T1

is given as

CSR = T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + ps,k,nγsr,k,n), (4)

where βk,n denotes that subcarrier n is allocated for user k
or not. γsr,k,n = ∣∣hsr,n∣∣

2
2lsr

N0,rB
denotes the equivalent channel-to-

noise ratio (CNR) of the source-relay link on subcarrier n for
the k-th user. N0,r is the noise power spectral density at the
relay node and B is the bandwidth of each subcarrier.

In the second time slot with duration T2, the re-encoded
signal at the relay is forwarded to the multiple users. For
simplicity, subcarrier mapping is not considered in this paper.
The received signal by the k-th user on subcarrier n is given
by

yk,n[i] =
√
pr,k,nlrd,khrd,k,nxk,n[i] + zk,n[i], (5)

where hrd,k,n denotes the channel gain of the relay-user k
on subcarrier n, and lrd,k captures the effects of large-scale
fading of the relay-user k. zk,n[i] is the noise introduced at
user k. Therefore, the system SE in T2 is calculated as

CRD = T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n), (6)

where γrd,k,n = ∣hrd,n∣
2lrd,k

N0,kB
denotes the CNR of the relay-user

k on subcarrier n and N0,k denotes the noise power spectral
density at user k. Finally, the overall end-to-end SE can be
expressed as

C = min{CSR,CRD}. (7)

Concurrently with the information-bearing signal xk,n[i]
being forwarded by the relay, energy-bearing signal x(e)k,n[i]
is sent from the source for EH operation [27] in the second
time slot. Hence, the composite received signal at the relay
for user k on subcarrier n in T2 is calculated as

rk,n,2[i] =
√
ps,k,nlsr ∣∣hsr,n∣∣2x(e)k,n[i]+√
pr,k,nlrrhrr,nxk,n[i − τ] + nr,n[i],

(8)

where E{∣x(e)k,n[i]∣2} = 1 without loss of generality. hrr,n is
the small-scale fading on subcarrier n and lrr is large-scale
fading of self-interference channel. τ is the processing symbol
delay at relay node 1.

Since the channel condition of hrr,n and the transmitted
signal xk,n[i − τ] are known by the system, we can adjust
the phase of the energy-bearing signal x(e)k,n[i], and make the
received signals x(e)k,n[i] and xk,n[i − τ] aligned at the relay.
Hence, we have x(e)k,n[i] = xk,n[i−τ]ej∠hrr,n , (∠hrr,n denotes
the phase of the complex number hrr,n, respectively) and the
harvested energy is maximized at the relay [27], as briefly
discussed in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1: Since OFDMA is adopted as the multiuser
access technique and the received signal at the relay comes
from the source and relay itself, the overall collected power at
the relay is summed over all the subcarriers and users. Hence,
the maximum input power at the relay is calculated as

pin =
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,n(ps,k,n∣∣hsr,n∣∣22lsr + pr,k,n∣hrr,n∣2lrr). (9)

Again, since the second time slot T2 is utilized for EH at
the relay node, the maximal energy harvested at the relay is
calculated as Eh = T2Ph(pin). ∎

D. Problem Formulation

Since the overall SE in Eq. (7) is optimized by jointly
allocating variables T1, T2,ps,pr, and β, we now define
C(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) as the overall SE (in bps/Hz) in the
objective function of P1. For the power consumption at the
relay, it is mainly consumed by its power amplifier and signal
processing circuit. In particular, the power consumed by power
amplifier is given by ∑

K
k=1∑

N
n=1 βk,npr,k,n
ηr

, where ηr denotes
power amplifier efficiency at the relay. On the other hand, as
indicated in [27] [36], for the devices with small size and low
signal processing requirement (such as relay, wireless sensors
and tags), the power consumed by circuit is much lower
than that consumed by power amplifier. Hence, the circuit
power at the relay pcir is assumed to be a constant. Besides,
considering the low conversion efficiency at the relay and long
communication distance between the source and relay, the
harvested energy at the relay is much lower than its battery

1There are some methods to improve the EH efficiency by hardware
design at relay node, such as improving mutual coupling between relay’s two
antennas [26] or directing the self-interference power from relay’s transmit
antenna into the relay’s battery [34]. More information can be found in [26],
[34].
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storage limit. Moreover, the harvested energy at the relay
is immediately used for forwarding information to multiple
users, and battery storage limit at the relay is hardly to be
violated. Hence, the battery storage constraint is omitted from
the problem formulation [31]. Accordingly, the optimization
problem is formulated as

P1 ∶ max
T1,T2,ps,pr,β

C(T1, T2,ps,pr,β)

s.t. (C1) ∶ 0 ≤ βk,nps,k,n,∀n ∈ N,k ∈K,

(C2) ∶ ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nps,k,n

ηs
≤ pmax,

(C3) ∶ 0 ≤ βk,npr,k,n,∀n ∈ N,k ∈K,

(C4) ∶ ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,npr,k,n

ηr
+ pcir ≤ Ph(pin),

(C5) ∶ T1 + T2 = T,

(C6) ∶
K

∑
k=1

βk,n = 1,

(C7) ∶ βk,n ∈ {0,1},∀n ∈ N,k ∈K,

(10)

where constraints (C1)-(C2) indicate the allocated transmis-
sion power at the source should be non-negative and upper
bounded by the overall available power supply pmax, with
power amplifier efficiency ηs at the source. Constraints (C3)-
(C4) indicate the consumed power at the relay should be non-
negative and upper bounded by the overall harvested power
Ph(pin). (C5) means the sum of T1 and T2 equals to the
total time duration T . (C6) and (C7) guarantee that each
subcarrier is not shared by multiple users. The allocation of
time slots T1 and T2, subcarrier matrix β, transmission power
matrices ps and pr should be jointly allocated, subjected to
constraints (C1) − (C7).

III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION DESIGN

The objective function of P1 is not convex and its constraints
do not confine a convex set. Furthermore, binary variable β is
involved in P1 and imposes further difficulty in optimization
design. Hence, to solve the non-convex problem P1 in a
low computational complexity, the original problem is first
transformed into P2. Then, by exploiting the properties of the
P2, the problem is further simplified into P3, as detailed in
Subsection III-A. Optimal results and discussion are presented
in Subsection III-B and Subsection III-C.

A. Transformation of the Optimization Problem

We first handle the min function in the objective function,
according to the following Proposition 2.

Proposition 2: Since the end-to-end SE performance of
two-hop DF relaying system is limited by its bottleneck
link, P1 is optimized only when T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n) = T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n),

which can be easily proved by a counter example. For
example, if the maximum end-to-end SE is achieved
when the SE of the first link is higher than that of
the second link, one can always reduce the value of

T1 to compensate T2 and further improve the end-to-
end SE performance, until T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n) = T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n)

is obtained. Therefore, the original optimiza-
tion problem min{T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,n), T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n)}

is equivalent to maximizing T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n) + T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n),

with an additional constraint T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n) = T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1+ pr,k,nγrd,k,n). ∎

Then the transformed problem is given as

P2 ∶ max
T1,T2,ps,pr,β

T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + ps,k,nγsr,k,n)+

T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n)

s.t. (C1) − (C7),

(C8) ∶ T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + ps,k,nγsr,k,n) =

T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 + pr,k,nγrd,k,n).

(11)

Please note an additional constraint (C8) is imposed for
validating the transformation from P1 to P2 [35].

We then relax the binary constraint (C7). In particular, the
element βk,n is relaxed to a continuous real number within the
interval [0,1], which can be interpreted as the time sharing
factor of subcarrier n among the multiple users [38]. Such
a relaxation is near-optimal when the number of subcarriers
[38] is large 2. As a result, constraint (C1) can be transformed
into ˜(C1) ∶ 0 ≤ ps,k,n,∀n ∈ N,k ∈K; Constraint (C2) can be
transformed into ˜(C2) ∶ ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 ps,k,n ≤ pmax; Constraint
(C3) can be transformed into ˜(C3) ∶ 0 ≤ pr,k,n,∀n ∈ N,k ∈
K; Constraint (C7) can be transformed into ˜(C7) ∶ βk,n =
[0,1],∀n ∈ N,k ∈ K, and constraints (C8) can be trans-
formed into ˜(C8) ∶ T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1+

ps,k,nγsr,k,n
βk,n

) =
T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

). Now the difficulty
lies in (C4). Since the input power at the relay originates
from both the source and relay itself, for simplicity, we define
Ph(ps, pr) as the harvested power with resource allocation
policy ps and pr. Substituting Eq. (9) into (C4) yields

˜(C4) ∶ ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 pr,k,n

ηr
+ pcir ≤ Ph(ps, pr), (12)

where Ph(ps, pr) is specifically given as Ph(ps, pr) =
Psat

1+exp(−a(∑K
k=1∑

N
n=1(ps,k,n ∣hsr,n ∣

2lsr+pr,k,n ∣hrr,n ∣2lrr)−b)
−PsatΩ

1−Ω
according to Proposition 1. Evidently, the right-hand side
of Eq. (12) is a differentiable concave function. Therefore,
successive convex approximation method can be adopted

2Actually, time-sharing based subcarrier relaxation is practical and has
been extensively adopted for OFDMA multiuser systems, regardless of the
convexity of the objective function. More information is found in [37], [39].
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to handle the problem, and the following inequality always
holds for any feasible point:

Ph(ps,pr) ≤ Ph(p(j)s ,p(j)r )

+
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽ps,k,nPh(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(ps,k,n − p(j)s,k,n)

+
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽pr,k,nPh(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(pr,k,n − p(j)r,k,n),

(13)

where the operator ▽ denotes the derivation calculation and
j denotes the iteration index. It follows that, for a given
value of (p(j)s ,p

(j)
r ) at the j−th iteration, solving the op-

timization problem after replacing the right-hand side of
constraint ˜(C4) by (13) leads to an upper bound of the
optimal results. In order to tighten this upper bound, we
develop an iterative algorithm, where an intermediate solution
is obtained with the replaced constraint ∑

K
k=1∑

N
n=1 pr,k,n
ηr

+pcir ≤
Ph(p(j)s ,p

(j)
r ) + ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1▽ps,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r )(ps,k,n −

p
(j)
s,k,n) + ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1▽pr,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r )(pr,k,n − p

(j)
r,k,n).

These steps are repeated iteratively until convergence. Since
the right-hand side of constraint ˜(C4) is concave, the itera-
tive algorithm always converges to the optimum results with
respect to the original problem formulation with polynomial
computational complexity. Now all the constraints have been
handled. We propose Proposition 3 to show the concavity of
the objective function.

Proposition 3: The equivalent end-to-end SE
T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n
βk,n

)+
T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

) is a jointly concave
function with respect to all the variables T1, T2, ps,k,n, pr,k,n,
βk,n, ∀n ∈ N,k ∈K.

The proof of Proposition 3 is presented in Appendix A. ∎

B. Solution of the Optimization Problem
After some mathematical manipulations, the problem at

hand can be equivalently written as

P3 ∶ max
T1,T2,ps,pr,β

T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
)+

T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
)

s.t. ˜(C1) − ˜(C3), (C5), ˜(C6) − ˜(C8),

˜(C4) ∶ ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 pr,k,n

ηr
+ pcir ≤ Pharvest(p(j)s ,p(j)r )+

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽ps,k,nPharvest(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(ps,k,n − p(j)s,k,n)+

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽pr,k,nPharvest(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(pr,k,n − p(j)r,k,n).

(14)

Because P3’ dual problem now is a concave problem and is
satisfied with the Slater’s constraint qualification, the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions can be adopted. To this end,

the Lagrangian function of P3 is written by (15), where
λ,µ,φ, ρ, and ψn (∀n ∈ N ) are the Lagrange multipliers
corresponding to the multiple constraints, and µ ≥ 0, φ ≥
0, ρ ≥ 0, 1 ≥ λ ≥ −1, and ψn ≥ 0 (∀n ∈ N ) can be
confirmed by the KKT conditions. Let µ∗, φ∗, ρ∗, λ∗ and
ψ∗n (for ∀n ∈ N ) denote the optimal Lagrange multipliers,
we obtain Eqs. (16) and (17), respectively. Since P3 is
maximized when T1

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n
βk,n

) =
T2

T ∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1+

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

), the following equal-
ity is always satisfied

T ∗1
1 − λ∗ = T ∗2

1 + λ∗ .
(18)

Substituting (C5) into (18) yields

T ∗1 = 1 − λ∗
2

T. (19)

and the optimal duration of T ∗2 can be expressed as

T ∗2 = 1 + λ∗
2

T. (20)

Similarly, taking the derivative of L with respect to ps,k,n
and pr,k,n yields Eqs. (21) and (22), respectively. Substituting
(19) and (20) into (21) and (22), the optimal power allocation
at the source can be given as

p∗s,k,n =

[
(1 − λ∗)2β∗k,n

2ln(2)(µ∗
ηs
− φ∗▽ps,k,n Ph(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r ))

−
β∗k,n

γsr,k,n
]+, (23)

where the operator [x]+ = max{0, x}. Also, we have the
optimal power allocation at the relay as

p∗r,k,n =

[
(1 + λ∗)2β∗k,n

2ln(2)φ∗( 1
ηr
−▽pr,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r ))

−
β∗k,n

γrd,k,n
]+. (24)

Taking the derivative of L with respect to βk,n yields

∂L

∂βk,n
= (1 − λ∗)T1

T
log2(1 +

p∗s,k,nγsr,k,n

β∗k,n
)−

(1 − λ∗)T ∗1 p∗s,k,nγsr,k,n
ln(2)(β∗k,n + p∗s,k,nγsr,k,n)T

+

(1 + λ∗)T ∗2
T

log2(1 +
p∗r,k,nγrd,k,n

β∗k,n
)−

(1 + λ∗)T ∗2 p∗r,k,nγrd,k,n
ln(2)(β∗k,n + p∗r,k,nγrd,k,n)T

− ψ∗n =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

< 0, β∗k,n = 0

≥ 0, β∗k,n = 1
.

(25)

Since βk,n is either 0 or 1, by substituting (19), (20), (23)
and (24) into (25), the subcarrier n will be assigned to the
user k satisfying

β∗k,n =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

1, k = k∗

0, k ≠ k∗,
(26)
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L = T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) + T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
) − µ(

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

ps,k,n

ηs
− pmax)

λ(T1

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) − T2

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
))

φ(∑
K
k=1∑Nn=1 pr,k,n

ηr
+ pcir − Pharvest(p(i)s ,p(i)r ) −

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽ps,k,nPharvest(p(i)s ,p(i)r )(ps,k,n − p(i)s,k,n)

−
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽pr,k,nPharvest(p(i)s ,p(i)r )(pr,k,n − p(i)r,k,n)) − ρ(T1 + T2 − T ) −
N

∑
n=1

ψn(
K

∑
k=1

βk,n − 1),

(15)

∂L

∂T1
= 1 − λ∗

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

β∗k,nlog2(
1 + p∗s,k,nγsr,k,n

β∗k,n
) − ρ∗

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

< 0, T ∗1 = 0

= 0, T ∗1 > 0
, (16)

∂L

∂T2
= 1 + λ∗

T

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

β∗k,nlog2(1 +
p∗r,k,nγrd,k,n

β∗k,n
) − ρ∗

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

< 0, T ∗2 = 0

= 0, T ∗2 > 0
. (17)

∂L

∂ps,k,n
=

(1 − λ∗)T ∗1 γsr,k,nβ∗k,n
ln(2)(β∗k,n + p∗s,k,nγsr,k,n)T

− µ
∗

ηs
+ φ∗▽ps,k,n Ph(p(j)s ,p(j)r )

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

< 0, p∗s,k,n = 0

= 0, p∗s,k,n > 0
, (21)

where k∗ = argmax
k

(1−λ∗)2

2
[log2(

(1−λ∗)2

2ln2

γsr,k,n

(
µ∗
ηs
−φ∗▽ps,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r )

)]+ −

[ (1−λ)
2γsr,k,n−2ln2(µ

∗
ηs
−φ∗▽ps,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p(j)r ))

2γsr,k,n
]+ +

(1+λ∗)2

2
[log2(

(1+λ∗)2

2ln2

γrd,k,n

φ∗( 1
ηr
−▽pr,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r )

)]+ −

[ (1+λ)
2γrd,k,n−2ln2φ∗( 1

ηr
−▽pr,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p(j)r ))

2γrd,k,n
]+. Finally,

the optimal values of ps,k,n and pr,k,n are given by

p∗s,k,n =

[ (1 − λ∗)2

2ln(2)(µ∗
ηs
− φ∗▽ps,k,n Ph(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r ))

− 1

γsr,k,n
]+, (27)

p∗r,k,n =

[ (1 + λ∗)2

2ln(2)φ∗( 1
ηr
−▽pr,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r ))

− 1

γrd,k,n
]+. (28)

Now we adopt the gradient method to update the multipliers
µ,φ and λ, while ψn (∀n ∈ N ) and ρ have been omitted
naturally in deriving subcarrier allocation and time duration,
as shown in Eqs. (19), (20) and (26). The rules of updating
multipliers are calculated by (29), shown on the top of next

page, where ε1(i), ε2(i) and ε3(i) are the corresponding step
sizes [38] at the i-th inner iteration. In order to guarantee the
convergence of the algorithm, the values of the step sizes ε1(i),
ε2(i) and ε3(i) should satisfy ∑∞i=1 ε(i) =∞ and lim

i→∞
ε(i) = 0.

Now we are able to devise the whole algorithm. The proposed
algorithm has two layers. In the inner layer, the algorithm
calculates the intermediate optimal resource allocation results
with the given values of p(j)s and p(j)r . After each iteration,
the values of p(j)s and p(j)r are updated in the outer layer. Two
steps iteratively run until convergence. The whole algorithm
is summarized in Algorithm 1.

C. Properties Discussion

In this subsection, some important properties in dynamic
WPT-aided FD relaying systems are discovered.

Remark 1: In wireless-powered relaying systems, equal-
length time slot allocation is strictly suboptimal. In particular,
for a WPT-aided relay, its available transmission power is
generally much lower than that at the source due to signal
attenuation from source to relay and low EH efficiency. As a
result, the SINR of the relay-users link is practically lower
than that of the source-relay link, which creates a perfor-
mance bottleneck to the end-to-end SE. Hence, allocating
equal-length time slot cannot alleviate the situation, and the

∂L

∂pr,k,n
=

(1 + λ∗)T ∗2 γrd,k,nβ∗k,n
ln(2)(β∗k,n + p∗r,k,nγrd,k,n)T

− φ∗( 1

ηr
−▽pr,k,nPh(p(j)s ,p(j)r ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

< 0, p∗r,k,n = 0

= 0, p∗r,k.n > 0
. (22)
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λ(i + 1) = [λ(i) + ε1(i) × (
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) −

K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
))]

[−1,1]
;

µ(i + 1) = [µ(i) + ε2(i) × (
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

ps,k,n − pmax)]
+
; φ(i + 1) = [φ(i) + ε3(i) × (∑

K
k=1∑Nn=1 pr,k,n

ηr
+ pcir−

Ph(p(j)s ,p(j)r ) −
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽ps,k,nPh(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(ps,k,n − p(j)s,k,n) −
K

∑
k=1

N

∑
n=1

▽pr,k,nPh(p(j)s ,p(j)r )(pr,k,n − p(j)r,k,n))]
+
;

(29)

Algorithm 1 Asymmetric and dynamic WPT-aided FD relay
(A-FR) Algorithm
Input: CSI and power consumption parameters.
Output: Optimal results T ∗1 , T ∗2 , p∗s,k,n, p∗r,k,n and β∗k,n, for

∀n ∈ N,k ∈K.
1: Set j = 0, and initialize p(j)s , p(j)r and β(j).
2: repeat
3: i=0.
4: repeat
5: Update the Lagrange multipliers according to (29),

and allocate T1, T2, ps,k,n, pr,k,n, βk,n according to
(19), (20), (25), (27), and (28). i = i + 1.

6: until Convergence
7: Obtain the intermediate value p∗

′

s , p∗
′

r , and β∗
′
.

8: Update the intermediate value p(j+1)
s = p∗′s and p(j+1)

r =
p∗

′

r . j = j + 1;
9: until Convergence

bottleneck relay-users link significantly limits the end-to-end
SE performance. The proposed algorithm adjusts the lengths of
the two time slots adaptively, and λ ≥ 0 can be determined by
the algorithm, as can be seen from (29). In summary, according
to the relative SINRs of the two links, the proposed system
can adaptively adjust the values of T1 and T2 to maximize the
overall end-to-end SE.

Remark 2: In dynamic WPT-aided FD relaying systems, the
optimal transmission power at the source follows the water-
filling approach. As can be seen from (27), the water level
is given by (1−λ∗)2

2ln(2)(µ
∗
ηs
−φ∗▽ps,k,nPh(p

(j)
s ,p

(j)
r ))

. Evidently, the

system prefers to assign more power on the subcarrier with
higher value of γsr,k,n.

Remark 3: For the proposed A-FR system, transmission
power allocation at the relay is completely different from
that in conventional grid-powered FD relaying systems. As
demonstrated by Eq. (28), the power allocation policy at the
relay node is jointly determined by values of the channel
frequency responses ∣hrr,k,n∣ and ∣hrd,k,n∣. Now we inves-
tigate how ∣hrr,k,n∣ (inside the Ph(⋅) function) affects the
power allocation. With the same channel response of ∣hrd,k,n∣,
∀n ∈ N,k ∈ K, the A-FR prefers to assign more power on
the subcarrier with a higher value of ∣hrr,k,n∣. In contrast,
more transmission power is allocated to the subcarrier with
a lower value of ∣hrr,k,n∣ in conventional FD grid-powered
relay systems [41]. It is because for the proposed algorithm,
self-interference is exploited for EH and more energy can
be harvested with a higher value of ∣hrr,k,n∣, while self-

interference is treated as an undesired element in [41] and
[42], and therefore the gain of the self-interference channel
should be as low as possible.

Remark 4: In traditional FD relaying systems, self-
interference is considered as an undesired element and has to
be suppressed [41]. Therefore, passive suppression is always
performed in the first stage to suppress self-interference. To
this end, the transmitter and receiver at the relay should be
separated from each other, which requires stringent antenna
deployment. However, in our system, a more severe self-
interference can improve the amount of harvested energy.
Therefore, the requirement on antenna deployment could be
eased. Besides, since self-interference cancellation operation
can be omitted at the relay node, hardware circuit design can
be efficiently simplified as well.

Remark 5: When source-users direct link is presented, in
the first time slot the received signal at the user is given as

yk,n,1 =
√
ps,k,nlskhsd,k,nwnxk,n[i] + zk,n[i], (30)

where lsk captures the large-scale fading from the source to
user k. hsd,k,n indicates the channel gain of the source-user k

link on subcarrier n. wn =
hHsr,n

∣∣hHsr,n∣∣2
is the precoding vector at

the source as indicated by Eq. (3). In the second time slot, the
relay forwards the re-encoded signal to multiple users while
concurrently receiving energy-bearing signal from the source.
Hence, the received signal at the user k is given as

yk,n,2 =
√
pr,k,nlrd,khrd,k,nxk,n[i]+√
ps,k,nlskhsd,k,nwnx

(e)
k,n[i] + zk,n[i],

(31)

where the second term denotes the energy-bearing signal from
the source and is treated as noise at the user end. Finally at the
k-th user end, it can apply maximum ratio combining (MRC)
to align the two signals yk,n,1 and yk,n,2 such that

yk,n = qk,n,1yk,n,1 + fk,n,2yk,n,2, (32)

where qk,n,1 = (hsd,k,nwn)H and fk,n,2 = hHrd,k,n are the
combining weights in the two time slots. Hence, assuming
T1 = T2, the received signal at the k-th user on subcarrier n
is finally given by
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yk,n =
(
√
ps,k,nlsk ∣∣hsd,k,nwk,n∣∣2 +

√
pr,k,nlkd,k ∣hrd,k,n∣)xk,n[i]+√

ps,k,nlskh
H
rd,k,nhsd,k,nwk,nx

(e)
k,n[i] + (qk,n,1 + fk,n,2)zk,n[i],

(33)

where the second term represents the interference caused
by the energy-bearing signal from the source, and the third
term represents the equivalent noise. From (33), it can be
seen although the k-th user can apply MRC to improve
receiving diversity, the receiving quality may be interfered by
the energy-bearing signal from the source. Optimal resource
allocation with direct link will be our future research topic.

Remark 6: The overall computational complexity can be
given as O(NKlinnerlouter), where linner represents the
number of iterations in the inner layer, i.e., updating multi-
pliers according to (29). On the other hand, louter represents
the number of iterations in the outer layer, i.e., updating
intermediate variables p(j)s and p(j)r after the j-th iteration.
The iteration behaviour is further demonstrated by Fig. 12.

Since the proposed algorithm iteratively runs in a two-layer
structure, hereby we analyze the convergence in both inner and
outer layers, respectively. In the inner layer, P3 is solved by
its dual decomposition and its convergence is guaranteed (i.e.,
updating multipliers in Eq. (29)), thanks to the concave dual
problem of the problem P3. On the other hand, intermediate
variables p(j)s and p(j)r are updated at the outer layer, which
is originated from utilizing successive convex approximation
to handle the non-convex constraint (C4). The original from
of Ph(ps,pr) in (C4) is jointly concave with respect to its
variables, which is further upper bounded by its first-order
Taylor approximation (the right hand of (13)). By iteratively
updating the value of p(j)s and p(j)r in each iteration, the linear
approximation gradually approaches the original form (C4)
and convergence can be guaranteed [33].

Remark 7: Without loss of generality, assume the k-th user
is allocated with Nk subcarriers, where Nk ≤ N . Hence,
multiple copies (xk,1[i], xk,2[i], ..., xk,Nk[i]) are received and
combined by the k-th user through frequency diversity. By
the proposed system, multiple users are accessed by OFDMA
technique and there is no multiuser interference. Hence, its
diversity gain is approximately calculated as [43]

d ≈ − lim
Tsnr→∞

log(CNk2Nk−1
1

2Nk
( 1
Tsnr

)Nk)
log(Tsnr)

= lim
Tsnr→∞

Nk −
log(CNk2Nk−1

1
2Nk

)
log(Tsnr)

= Nk ≤ N,
(34)

where CNk2Nk−1 = (2Nk−1)!
(Nk−1)!Nk!

and Tsnr denotes transmit SNR.
Eq. (34) indicates that the k-th user’s diversity is related to
the number of the allocated subcarriers and upper bounded by
the total number of subcarriers N .

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We use numerical results to verify our analysis in Section
IV.The simulation setup is shown in TABLE I. The path loss

(PL) model at 900 MHz scenario [26] [36] is adopted, which
is a common PL model employed for WPT-aided systems.
Without loss of generality, we set dSD = dSR +dRD = 100 m,
where dSD, dSR, and dRD are the distances of the source-
users, the source-relay and the relay-users links. Assume
that the source-relay and relay’s echo links follow Rician
distribution with 5 dB Rician factor, which enables a strong
LOS component for improving received power at the relay.
For the relay-users links, since the users are more likely in
a scatter-rich environment, the relay-users links are assumed
to follow Rayleigh channel, which is a common assumption
in two-hop relaying systems [41]. In particular, in Fig. 7, we
demonstrate SE performance under imperfect CSI acquisition
of the relay-users link. It is because the source and relay are
generally fixed, and the CSI of the source-relay and relay’s
self-echo channels is much more accurate than that of the
relay-users link. Denote hrd,k,n = ˆhrd,k,n + erd,k,n, where

ˆhrd,k,n is the estimated channel of the k-th user on subcarrier
n while erd,k,n denotes channel estimation error following
standard Gaussian distribution, such that erd,k,n ∼ CN(0, σ2

e),
∀k ∈K,n ∈ N .

Besides, we select the two following algorithms as bench-
marks: 1) S-FR system [27], where T1 = T2 = T

2
. 2) TS-FR

system [23], where the relay works in EH mode in T1, and then
the overall harvested energy is used for relaying signals from
the source to the multiple users in T2. Since self-interference
is considered as harmful element, it is suppressed at the relay
node and the amount canceled in [23] is set to 80 dB. The
values of the time slot durations, T1 and T2, are calculated
according to ([23], Eq. (16)).

A. SE Performance

Fig. 4 shows the SE performance under different trans-
mission powers. The proposed A-FR achieves a substantially
higher SE performance, around 1.1-1.8 times higher than the
S-FR and 2.5 times higher than the TS-FR systems. This is
because the SE of the two links can be well balanced in the A-
FR system, benefiting from a higher utilization of degrees of
freedom. In contrast, the S-FR system only allocates uniform
time slots for its source and relay, whereas the effective SINR
of each relay-user hop is significantly lower than that of the
first hop. As a result, the system SE is significantly limited by
the bottleneck relay-users link, and the resources allocated for

TABLE I
SIMULATION SETUP

Number of subcarrier N and users K 128, 10
Bandwidth B 156 kHz

Noise power spectral density -174 dBm/Hz
Central carrier frequency 900 MHz

Path loss (PL) model PL = 31.7 + 10ξlog10(d/d0)
PL exponent ξ ξ = 2.5

Reference distance d0 d0 = 1 m
Saturation power Psat 0.024 Watt

Non-linear EH model parameters a = 1500, and b = 0.0013
Communication distance dSD = dSR + dRD = 100 m

Fading of source-relay and echo link Rician with 5 dB Rician factor
Fading of relay-users link Rayleigh distribution

Drain efficiency ηs and ηr 60%
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Fig. 4. Impact of the transmission power at the source on SE performance
with dSR = dRD = 50 m.
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Fig. 5. Impact of the normalized source-relay distance on SE performance
with dSD = 100 m and ps = 30 dBm.

improving SE is wasted partially. Besides, the TS-FR shows
the worst performance in terms of SE. In fact, its relay node
solely harvests energy from the source while self-interference
is not exploited for EH, leading to a low transmission power
available at the relay node. Hence, the SE of the TS-FR is
inevitably bottlenecked by the insufficient power supply.

Fig. 5 shows how the SE performance is affected by the
relay’s positions. The highest SE is demonstrated by the
proposed A-FR system, which outperforms S-FR and TS-FR
systems by 2 times and 4 times, respectively. It is because
with different relay’s positions, the SINRs of source-relay and
relay-user vary, while the A-FR system can adaptively allocate
the lengths of two time slots to equalize the SE of the two hops
to maximize the system performance, as analyzed in Remark
1. Besides, a higher SE is obtained when the relay either moves
towards the source or users. It is because the relay can harvest
sufficient energy from the source when it is close to the source,
or reduces PL of relay-users link when it is close to the users.
The observation is essentially different from the conventional
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Fig. 6. Impact of the number of the users on SE performance and harvested
energy, with dSD = dRD = 50 m and ps = 30 dBm.

power-grid powered relaying system, where the maximum SE
is normally achieved when the relay is positioned in the middle
between the source and users.

Fig. 6 (a) demonstrates the end-to-end SE with different
numbers of users. The A-FR system outperforms the two
benchmarks with different number of users in terms of SE
performance, as the proposed scheme has a better utilization
of the limited system resources. Besides, benefiting from the
multiuser diversity, all the three algorithms achieve higher
SE with the increased number of users. The similar trend is
observed from Fig. 6 (b), where more energy is harvested
benefiting from the multiuser diversity. However, it can be
seen that the harvested energy can not always increase with the
number of users. It is because the harvested energy depends on
the input power pin, which is a function of transmission power
ps,k,n, pr,k,n and propagation channels (as indicated by Eq.
(9)). Although channel diversity is improved with more users
and the system can find the channels with better conditions
to carry signal, the summation of ps,k,n and pr,k,n over all
subcarriers and users can not be always increased. As a result,
the increase of overall harvested energy is trivial when the
number of user is high enough.

Fig. 7 shows the SE performance under channel estimation
error, where the SE is calculated based on the estimated
channel. It can be seen that, the SE of all the three algorithms
increases with a more accurate channel estimation, and the
proposed A-FR algorithm always outperforms the benchmarks.
Moreover, given an achievable value of channel estimation
error [44], such as 10−4, the SE loss is trivial and the proposed
algorithm maintains a favorable SE performance, compared to
the perfect channel estimation scenario.

B. Harvested Energy

Fig. 8 demonstrates the average harvested energy by the
three systems with different transmission power. The proposed
A-FR system harvests the largest amount of energy, and
achieves at least 50% improvement than the S-FR system,
when the transmission power budget at the source pmax ranges
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from 20-40 dBm. It is because the A-FR system allocates a
longer duration for the second time slot T2 to compensate the
weak SINR at user end, allowing the relay to have more time
to harvest energy concurrently. Besides, by the proposed the
A-FR scheme, wireless energy originates from both the source
and relay, which is naturally superior to the TS-FR system. As
a comparison, the TS-FR system solely harvests energy from
the source, whereas it allocates more time (T1 is used for
EH operation by the TS-FR) for EH operation at the relay.
Therefore, it can harvest more energy over the symmetric S-
FR scheme but is still inferior to the proposed A-FR.

Fig. 9, on the other hand, shows more energy can be
harvested by the proposed A-FR system with different relay’s
locations. Besides, the harvested wireless energy decreases
given a longer source-relay distance due to the significant
signal attenuation.
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Fig. 12. Iteration behavior on finding λ∗, µ∗, and φ∗, where dSR = dRD =
50 m and ps = 30 dBm.

C. Time Duration

Fig. 10 shows the value of (T2 − T1)/T with different
transmission power at the source. In the A-FR system, the
length of the first time slot T1 is slightly increased with a
higher transmission power at the source. This is because in
this case more energy is obtained by the relay and the effective
SINR of the second hop is also improved. The system needs
to reduce the length of the second time slot T2 and replenish
it to the first time slot T1. On the contrary, T1 decreases with
a higher transmission power at the source. In fact, time slot
T1 is only used for energy harvesting in the TS-FR system.
Hence, wireless energy may be collected quickly given a
higher transmission power, and the system can spare more
time to T2 for information transmission. At last, the S-FR
system allocates uniform time slots and is unaware of relay’s
positions, and thus its SE of the first link is wasted partially.

Fig. 11 demonstrates the value of (T2−T1)/T with different
relay’s positions. In the A-FR system, when the relay moves
to the middle point, the time slot T1 is slightly decreased due
to the reduced EH power at the relay, and the system has
to arrange a larger value for T2 to remedy the low SINR of
the relay-user link. While if the distance of the relay-users
link is much shorter than that of the first link, the time slot
T1 begins to increase because the SINR of the source-relay
is significantly degraded with a longer source-relay distance.
Therefore, system needs to increase the value of T1 to re-
balance the SE of the two links. As comparisons, the S-FR
system has uniform time slot duration, which is independent
of the relay’s position. While the TS-FR system shows an
opposite trend compared to the A-FR algorithm, caused by
the different information transmission and EH mechanism.

D. Convergence Behavior and EE Performance

Figs. 12 (a)-(c) shows an example of the iteration behavior
of the Lagrange multipliers µ, λ, and φ, in the inner layer. It
can be observed that the proposed A-FR algorithm updates the
multipliers iteratively, and the optimal values of the multipliers
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Fig. 13. Impact of the transmission power on EE performance, where dSR =
dRD = 50 m.

are converged within a few iterations. On the other hand,
Fig. 12 (d) shows the convergence behavior in the outer
layer for updating p

(j)
s and p

(j)
r . Since successive convex

approximation is applied to transform the original constraint
(C4) into a relaxed constraint ˜(C4), we need to update
the value of p(j)s and p(j)r in the outer layer to make the
approximation tight. As can be seen, at most 4-6 iteration
endorses a convergence in the outer layer. In summary, the
proposed algorithm iteratively runs in a two-lay structure and
fast convergence can be confirmed.

Fig. 13 demonstrates the resulting energy efficiency (EE)
performance with optimized end-to-end SE and different
transmission power configurations at the source. To be more
specific, the optimized SE is obtained by solving P3, subject
to constraints (C̃1) − (C̃8), and then EE is calculated as the
ratio of SE to the total power consumption. Note that an
EE maximization problem that involves both SE and power
consumption can be handled by quasi-concave optimization.
That is, one can transform the fractional structure into a
more tractable difference structure, which can be solved by
standard convex optimization approaches [47] [48]. As seen,
the proposed A-FR obtains the highest EE while the TS-
FR is the least efficient solution among the algorithms. In
particular, the EE of the proposed algorithm slightly increases
with transmission power ranging from 20 dBm to 25 dBm, and
begins to decrease if transmission power keeps increasing. It
is because EE is generally quasi-concave with respect to the
power consumption [45] [46], indicating that utilizing high
transmission power may not lead to the highest EE. For SE
maximization problem, it aims to achieve a high SE regardless
of the power consumption, and hence all the transmission
power is fully utilized by the source. As a result, its EE is
not always increased because the power consumption in the
denominator is also boosted, and the same trend is observed by
the S-FR algorithm. At last, for the TS-FR algorithm, although
its SE keeps increasing when transmission power is lower than
40 dBm, it can be expected that its EE may decrease with a
higher transmission power.
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T1 =
T ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

)

∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) +∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

)
, (35)

T2 =
T ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

ps,k,nγsr,k,n
βk,n

)

∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) +∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

)
. (36)

max
T1,T2,ps,pr,β

2(∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
))(∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

))

∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) +∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +

pr,k,nγrd,k,n
βk,n

)
. (37)

V. CONCLUSION

To address the unbalanced SE performances of the source-
relay and the relay-users hops in WPT-aided relaying sys-
tems, a novel dynamic structure has been proposed to allow
nonuniform time slot durations for the two hops, achieving a
better utilization of the degrees of freedom than the symmetric
systems (S-FR) [27] and the time-switching based systems
(TS-FR) [23]. A practical non-linear EH circuit has been
considered, and an optimal algorithm has been developed
to optimize the system end-to-end SE, by jointly designing
time slot durations, transmission power at the source and the
relay, and subcarriers for multiple users. Closed-forms of the
optimal results have been derived. Simulation has showed
that the proposed A-FR system can achieve higher SE than
the S-FR [27] and TS-FR [23] systems. Benefiting from
dynamic time slot allocation and utilizing the self-interference
for EH operation, the energy harvested by the proposed A-
FR system is much higher than that of the T-FR and S-
FR systems, respectively, showing its high energy efficiency
and applicability to WPT-assisted relaying systems. At last,
an intensive properties discussion has been presented. It has
been shown that the second time slot duration T2 is normally
larger than the first time slot duration T1, since the available
transmission power at the relay is significantly lower than that
at the source caused by high PL and low EH efficiency. It
also has been shown that, by harvesting energy from self-
interference signal rather than suppressing it, more power is
assigned to the subcarriers having stronger self-interference
channel gain. In contrast, conventional grid-powered FD relay
systems [41], [42] assign more power to the subcarriers having
weaker self-interference channel gain.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Using (C5) and (C8), T1 and T2 can be calculated by Eqs.
(35) and (36), respectively. Substituting (35) and (36) into (9),
we get an equivalent objective function as express by Eq. (37).
Then the objective function can be transformed into

min
T1,T2,ps,pr,β

1

2
( 1

∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
)
+

1

∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
)
).

(38)

Consider two inter functions u(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) =
∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 + ps,k,nγsr,k,n

βk,n
) and

v(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) = ∑Kk=1∑Nn=1 βk,nlog2(1 +
pr,k,nγrd,k,n

βk,n
).

The Hessian matrix of u(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) is given as

H(u(T1, T2,ps,pr,β)) =
ps,k,nγ

2
sr,k,n

(βk,n + ps,k,nγsr,k,n)2

⎛
⎝
−ps,k,n
βk,n

1

1 − βk,n
ps,k,n

⎞
⎠
.

(39)

It can be seen that (39) is a negative semi-definite matrix,
and hence u(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) is a concave function. Also, the
Hessian matrix of function v(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) is given as

H(v(T1, T2,ps,pr,β)) =
pr,k,nγ

2
rd,k,n

(βk,n + pr,k,nγrd,k,n)2

⎛
⎝
−pr,k,n
βk,n

1

1 − βk,n
pr,k,n

⎞
⎠
,

(40)

which is a negative semi-definite matrix, and hence
v(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) is a concave function. Since
u(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) and v(T1, T2,ps,pr,β) are both
concave and positive, we conclude that the equivalent
function 1

2
( 1
u
+ 1
v
) in (39) is a convex function. It further

indicates that the objective function in P3 is jointly concave
with respect to the variables.
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